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Let X be an ultraregular Hausdorff space, F a non-trivial complete non- 
Archimedean valued field and E a non-Archimedean F-locally convex space 
over F. Let C,(X, E) denote the space of all continuous E-valued functions 
on X equipped with the topology of simple convergence. 
In this paper, we study some of the properties of the space C,(X, E). We 
look at the problems: When is this space barrelled, quasi-barrelled or bor- 
nological? For the bornologicity of C,(X, E) we show that, when E is a 
non-Archimedean normed space, the space C,(X, E) is bornological iff X is 
N-replete. This is analogous to the result of Govaerts [4] for the space 
C,(X, F). We also characterize the strongly bounded subsets of the dual 
space of C,(X, E). In case E is a non-Archimedean normed space, it is 
shown that: 
(1) A linear form cp on C,(X, E) is continuous iff it is continuous on 
bounded sets. 
(2) The strong dual of C,(X, E) coincides with the strong dual of the 
subspace of those members of C,(X, E) which have relatively compact 
range in E. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper, X will denote an ultraregular Hausdorff 
topological space and /$,X its Banaschewski compactitication (see [ 11). 
The subspace o,X of /IOX is as defined in [l] and coincides with the 
N-repletion of I’, where N is the set of positive integers [l, Theorem 93. 
Let F denote a non-trivial complete non-Archimedean valued field, E a 
Hausdorff non-Archimedean locally F-convex space over F, C(X, E) the 
space of all continuous E-valued functions on X and C,,(X, E) the space of 
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those fe C(X, E) whose range is relatively compact in E. For a subset A of 
X, we denote by xa the F-characteristic function of A. Also, if f is a 
function from X to E and p a seminorm on E, we will define ilf IIA,p and 
llf II ,, by 
~I.filA,p=SUP{P(f(X)):XEA}, Ilf II p = llf II x,p 
For a function g, from X to a non-Archimedean normed space, we define 
l/g/l, = sup{ lIdx)ll: XEA 1, llsll = /IgIl,. 
Let r denote an upwards directed family of continuous non- 
Archimedean seminorms on E generating its topology. We will denote by 
z, the uniform topology on C,,(X, E), namely the locally F-convex 
topology generated by the family of non-Archimedean seminorms 
f H Ilf 11 p, p E f. By 7c and ~~ we will denote the topologies of compact con- 
vergence and simple convergence on C(X, E), respectively. 
Let S(X) denote the algebra of all clopen subsets of X. We will denote by 
M(X, E’) (see [7]) the space of all finitely additive E’-valued measures m 
on S(X) for which m(S(X)) is an equicontinuous subset of the dual space 
E’ of E. For each mEM(X, E’) there exists PE f such that m,(X) < co, 
where, for A E S(X), 
m,(A)=sup{Im(B)sl:BES(X), BcA, p(s)< 1). 
We call an element m E M(X, E’) t-additive if lim m( A,) s = 0 for each s E E 
and each decreasing net (A,) of clopen sets with fi A, = @. The support of 
an element m E M(X, E’) is the set 
supp(m)= n {ArzS(X):m(B)=O for each BES(X), BcX-A}. 
It is shown in [7] that if m is z-additive, then m(A) = 0 for each clopen set 
A disjoint from the support of m. We will denote by M,(X, E’) the space of 
those m E M(X, E’) for which there exists a compact subsect K of X such 
that m(A) =0 for each clopen set A disjoint from K. Equivalently, 
m E M,(X, E’) iff m is z-additive with compact support. 
Now let m E M(X, E’) and A E S(X), A # 0. Consider the family 52, of 
all CI = (A, ,..., A,; x, ,..., x,}, where A, ,..., A, is a clopen partition of A and 
xi E A,. The set Q, becomes directed by defining u., 3 a2 iff the partition of 
A in tl, is a refinement of the partition in a2. If f is an E-valued function on 
X and CI = {A, ,..., A,; x, ,..., x,} EL?,, we define 
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exists, then f‘ is called m-integrable over A and we denote this limit by 
JA f dm. We will write simply {f dm or m(f) for jxf dm. It is shown in 
[7] that every fe C,,(X, E) is m-integrable over each A E S(X). Moreover, 
M(X, E’) is isomorphic to (C,,(X, E), r,)’ via the isomorphism mt-+ T,,, 
T,(f)=jfdm. Al so, if m E M,.(X, E’), then every f E C(X, E) is m-in- 
tegrable and the space M,(X, E’) is isomorphic to the dual space of 
(C(X,E),r,)viatheisomorphismm~cp, cp(f)=ffdmforallf~C(X,E). 
Finally, we recall that a subset W, of a vector space over F, is called 
F-absolutely convex, or simply absolutely convex (see [9]) if 
yW+GWc W for all y, ~EF with JyI, (61 < 1. 
2. THE SPACE C,(X, E) 
We will denote by C,(X, E) the space (C(X, E), r,). 
LEMMA 2.1. Let m E M(X, E’) and let V he an open subset of X contain- 
ing a point x of the support of m. Then there exists ,f E C,,(X, E) with ,f = 0 
on X- V and Jf dm= 1. 
Proof: We may assume that V is clopen. Since V contains a point of the 
support of m, there exists a clopen subset A of V with m(A) # 0. If s E E is 
such that m(A) s = y # 0, then it suffices to take f = y -'xA . s. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let H be a weakly bounded subset of the dual space 
M,(X, E’) of (C(X, E), T,). Then, every f E C(X, F) is bounded on the set 
T= u supp(m). 
mtH 
Proof: Assume the contrary and let h E C(X, F) be unbounded on T. 
Let IV E F, lIV1 > 1, and, for each positive integer n, set 
V, = {xe X: Ih( > IAl”}. 
Each V,, is clopen with V, n T # @. We choose now a sequence of indices 
(nk) and rnkE H as follows: Take n, = 1 and choose m, E H with 
V,, n supp(m,) # 0. Having chosen n, < n, < . . . < nk and m, ,..., mkr we 
choose nk+ , > nk such that Vnk+, n [Uf= r supp( = 0. Note that 
Ul= I supp(m,) is compact and so h is bounded on this set. Pick mk+ , E H 
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with V,,+, nsup p(mk+ i) # 0. By the preceding lemma, there exist 
fk E C(X, E) with fk = 0 in X- V,,, and mk( fk) = 1. Let (1,) be the sequence 
in F for which 
Ak+ 1 limk(fi)=A”, k = 1, 2,... . 
ick 
Let f = x:,“=, & fk. Note that if K is a compact subset of X, then there 
exists a positive integer k such that Kc X- Vk + , . The set G = X- Vk + , is 
clopen and for y E G we have f(y) = Cf=, Ji,fi(i(y). It follows that ,f is con- 
tinuous and that 
jl, U-Isf as n-co. 
Hence, for m E M,(X, E’), we have 
m(f )=,F;ma, i nkm(fk)= f Akm(fk), 
k-1 k=l 
If m=m,, then m( A.) = 0 if j > k since supp(m) c X- Vn, and f; = 0 on 
X- V,,,. Thus 
It follows that the set {m(f): m E H} is not bounded, which is a contradic- 
tion. 
Next we will characterize the strongly bounded subsets of the dual space 
of C,(X, E). We will need the following 
LEMMA 2.3. Let m E M,(X, E’), A E S(X) and XE X he such that 
An supp(m)c (x}. Then, for every fEC(X,E), we have 
i f  dm=m(A) f(x). A 
Prooj: Since m is r-additive, we have m(B) = 0 for each clopen subset B 
of A which does not contain x. It is now clear that the result holds if x 4 A. 
Assume that x E A and let p E r such that m,(X) < co. Given E > 0, choose 
1. # 0 in F such that 111 . m,(A) <E. The set 
A,={y~A:p(f(x)-f(y))Wl) 
is clopen and contains x. Let CI = {B, ,..., B,; x ,,..., xn} E 0, be such that 
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A, = Uf=, B, for some k < n. We may assume that x E B,. Then 
m(B,) =m(A) since m(A - B,) = 0. Thus 
6 /A( .rn,(A)<E. 
This proves that 
s f dm =m(A).f(x). A 
Since the topology z, is coarser than r=, the dual space of C,(X, E) is a 
subspace of M,(X, E’). It is easy to see that this dual space is the set 
M,(X, E’) of all m E M(X, E’) for which there exists a finite subset S of X 
such that m(A) =0 for each clopen subset A of X disjoint from S. 
Equivalently, m E M,,(X, E’) iff m is r-additive and the support of m is finite. 
For cp E E’ and x E A’, we denote by rnvp.’ the element of M(X, E’) for 
which J f dm,,, = cp(f(x)) for all f’E C(X, E). Clearly mvp.x 6 M,(X, E’). Let 
now m E M&(X, E’) and let x, ,..., x,, E X be such that supp(m) c .(x, ,..., x,>. 
Choose pairwise disjoint clopen sets A, ,..., A,, with X~E A;. For each 
f’~ C(X, E) we have 
m(f)= i 1 .fdm= i m(A,)f(x;). 
,=I As ,=I 
Thus m=C’=, m,,..,, q,=m(A;). 
THEOREM 2.4. A subset H, of the dual space M,(X, E’) of C,(X, E’), is 
strongly bounded $f there exist a finite subset S of X and a strongly bounded 
subset V qf E’ such that 
H = H,, v = m: m = C mqp,,.r, c E V . 
.Y t s 
ProoJ: The condition is sufficient. In fact, let B be a bounded subset of 
C,(X, E). The set 
A = t.) f(s) 
/tB 
is bounded in E. Since V is strongly bounded in E’, there exists 2 # 0 in F 
with Vc ;lA”, where A0 is the polar of A in E’. We will show that H c LB’, 
where B” is the polar of B in M,(X, E’). In fact, let m E H. We have 
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IffEBandxES, thenf(x)EAandso lE’cp,(f(x))l<l.Hence,forf~B, 
we have 
which proves that m E 1-B’. Thus H is strongly bounded. 
Conversely, let H be strongly bounded. The set 
S= U swp(m) 
l?ltH 
is finite. In fact, suppose that S is infinite. Then, by [3, Lemma 1.31, there 
exist a sequence (x,) of distinct points of S and a sequence (A,) of pairwise 
disjoint clopen sets in X with x, E A,. Let m, E H with x, E supp(m,); There 
exists a clopen subset Z, of A,, with Z,n supp(m,) = {xn>. Since 
x, E supp(m,), there exists a clopen subset B, of Z, with m,(B,) # 0. Also, 
m,(Z,, - B,) = 0. Thus m,(Z,) = m,(B,) # 0. Choose IWO E F with /& > 1. 
There exists s, E E such that m,,(Z,) s, = ;I;;. If f, =xz;s,, then the set 
G = { ,f,,: n = 1, 2,...} is bounded in C,(X, E). But Go does not absorb H 
since 
lm,,(.L,)l = l~ol’7 + a as n-co. 
This proves that S is finite. Let S = {x , ,..., x,} and choose pairwise disjoint 
clopen sets D, ,..., D,, with xk E D,. Define 
Tk: M,(X, E’) -+ E’, T,(m) = m(D,). 
It is easy to see that the set T,(H) is strongly bounded in E’. Hence 
V= ij T,(H) 
k=l 
is strongly bounded. Let now m E H. Since supp(m) c S, we have, for each 
f~ C(X El, 
m(f)= i j ,f‘%c= f m,(D,).f(x,). 1.=, Oh k=l 
Thus 
k=l 
(Pk = mk(Dk) E v. 
It follows that H c H,,. and the proof is complete. 
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Recall that a non-Archimedean locally F-convex space G over F is called: 
(1) quasi-barrelled if every barrel in G absorbing bounded sets is a 
neighborhood of zero; 
(2) cr-barrelled if every weakly bounded sequence in G’ is equicon- 
tinuous; 
(3) sequentially barrelled if every weakly null sequence in G’ is 
equicontinuous. 
THEOREM 2.5. ( 1) If G = C,(X, E) is barrelled (resp. quasi-barrelled), 
then E is barrelled (resp. quasi-barrelled). 
(2) Suppose that E is quasi-barrelled. Then: 
(a) Every strongly bounded subset of’ G’ = M,(X, E) is equicon- 
tinuous. 
(b) If F is spherically complete, then G is quasi-barrelled. 
Prooj (1) Suppose that G is barrelled (resp. quasi-barrelled) and let 
W be a barrel (resp. a barrel absorbing bounded sets) subset of E. If x E X, 
then the set 
V= (.f‘gC(X, E):f(x)~ W] 
is a barrel (resp. a barrel absorbing bounded sets) in G. By hypothesis there 
exist a finite subset K of X, p E I- and d > 0 such that 
V, = { .f’~ C(X, E): IIJ’II Ic,p 6 d} = V. 
It is now clear that 
{SEE: p(s)dd} c W 
and so W is a neighborhood of zero. 
(2)(a) Let H be a strongly bounded subset of M,(X, E’). In view of 
the preceding theorem, there exist a finite subset S of X and a strongly 
bounded subset V of E’ such that H c H,,.. Since E is quasi-barrelled, V is 
equicontinuous and so the polar I“’ of V in E is a neighborhood of zero. 
Hence, there exists a non-Archimedean continuous seminorm p on E such 
that 
{SEE: p(s)< 1) c p. 
It now follows easily that 
{ fe C(X E): llfll s,p < 1) = ff”, 
which implies that H is equicontinuous 
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(b) Suppose that F is spherically complete and let W be a barrel in 
C,(X, E) absorbing bounded sets. Let a E F, lcll > 1. The polar H = p, of 
W in M,(X, E’), is strongly bounded and thus equicontinuous. Hence 
@ = I@’ is a neighborhood of zero in C,(X, E). By [ 14, Theoreme 4.151, 
we have 
which implies that W is a neighborhood of zero in C,(X, E). 
This completes the proof. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let G = C,( X, E) and suppose that E is barrelled and that 
E’ # {O}. Then, the following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) G is o-harrelled. 
(ii) G is sequentially barrelled. 
(iii) Every weakly bounded subset of G’ = M,(X, E’) is equicontinuous. 
(iv) G is a strong Mackey space. 
(v) If Y is an infinite subset of X, then there exists h E C(X, F) 
unbounded on Y. 
If F is spherically complete, then each of the preceding assertions is 
equivalent to: 
(vi) G is barrelled. 
Proof: (i) * (ii). It is obvious. 
(ii) * (v). Suppose that there exists an infinite subset Y of X such 
that JlhlJ ,, < cc for all h E C(X, F). Let rp # 0 be in!? and let (x,) be a 
sequence of distinct elements of Y. Let y E F with 0 < Iy/ < 1. For each 
,f’~ C(X, E), the function h(x) = cp( f(x)) is b ounded on Y. It follows that, if 
m,, = 2~” . mu)..x,y then m, + 0 weakly in G’. By (ii), there exist a finite subset 
S of X, pErand d>O such that 
{ .fe C(x> El: If/I s,p 6 4 = @ (*> 
where H = {m,: n = 1,2,...}. From (*) follows easily that each x, is in S 
which is a contradiction. 
(v) * (iii). Let H be a weakly bounded subset of G’. By (v) and by 
Theorem 2.2, the set 
S= U suPp(m) 
l?IEH 
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is finite. Let S= {x1 ,..., x,} and choose pairwise disjoint clopen sets 
A , ,..., A, with xk E A,. Let 
Tk: G’ -+ E’, T,(m) = m(A,). 
If seE and f =xai. ,r, then m( ,f ) = m(A,) s = T,(m) s for all m E H. From 
this follows that the set T,(H) = H, is weakly bounded in E’. The set 
is a barrel in E and thus a neighborhood of zero. Let p be a non- 
Archimedean continuous seminorm on E such that 
V, = {s E E: p(s) < 1) c V, 
Since for m E H and ,f‘~ C(X, E) we have 
m(f)= 2 1 .fdm= i m(Ak)f(-Q), 
k=, Ak k=l 
it follows easily that 
which implies that H is equicontinuous. 
(iii) * (iv). It is clear since every weakly compact subset of G’ is 
weakly bounded. 
(iv) = (ii). It follows from the fact that every weakly null sequence in 
G’ is weakly relatively compact. 
(iii) j (i). It is trivial. 
Suppose now that F is spherically complete. Let (iii) hold and let W be a 
barrel in G. The polar H = W, of W in G’, is weakly bounded and so, by 
(iii), equicontinuous. Hence Ho = Woo is a neighborhood of zero in G. If 
y E F with IyI > 1, then p c y W, which implies that W is a neighborhood 
of zero in G. Since (vi) always implies (iii), the result follows. 
THEOREM 2.7. Let E be a non-Archimedean normed space over F. Then, 
C,y(X, E) and C&X, E) have the same strong dual. 
Proof: The spaces GI = C,(X, E) and G, = C&X, E) have the same 
dual space, namely the space M,(X, E’). Hence, it suffices to show that for 
each bounded set B, of G, there exists a bounded set B, in G2 such that the 
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polar B!j of B, in M,(X, E’) is contained in the polar By of B,. So, let B, be 
bounded in G,. The function 
h(x)= 1 +su~{II.f(x)ll:f~B,) 
is lower semicontinuous on X. The set 
B = {f E C(X, E): II f(x)/1 < h(x) for all x E X) 
is bounded in G, and contains B, Let B, = B n C,,(X, E). Clearly B, is 
bounded in G,. We will show that B, is r,-dense in B. In fact, let f E B. 
Given 0 < E < 1 and a finite subset S of X, choose 2 E F with 0 < 121 < 1 and 
such that IIAf IIs < E. Since C,,(X, E) is r,-dense in C(X, E), there exists 
g E C,,(X, E) with 11 g - (1 - A) f )/ < E. Since ) 1 - 11 = 1, we have 
ll(l -~).Nx)ll = Ilf(x)ll <h(x) 
for all x E X. Thus 
IIdxIll 6max{~, ll(l -JL)f(x)ll} <h(x) 
since h(x) 3 1 > F. So 
SC {x: h(x)> Ilg(x)ll} = v. 
The set V is open. Therefore, there exists a clopen set A such that 
S c A c V. The function f, = xa . g belongs to B,. Moreover, 
This proves that B, is dense in B. Thus 
B;= B”c By, 
which completes the proof. 
THEOREM 2.8. Let E be a non-Archimedean normed space over F and let 
cp be a linear form on C,(X, E). Then cp is continuous ifs it is continuous on 
bounded subsets of C,(X, E). 
Proof Suppose that cp is continuous on bounded sets. Then cp is con- 
tinuous on 
I’= U-E C,,(X El: Ilfll d 1). 
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Hence, given E > 0 there exist 0 < d< 1 and a finite subset G = G, of X such 
that 
From this it follows that cp is r,-continuous on C,,(X, E). By [7], there 
exists m E M(X, E’) such that 
If p is the norm of E, then it follows from (*) that m,(A) <E for every 
clopen subset A of X disjoint from G. Hence m is tight and therefore 
z-additive (see [8]). We will show that the support S of m is finite. 
Assume the contrary. Then, there exists a non-negative lower semicon- 
tinuous function h on X which is not bounded on S. Let 1 E F, 11.1 > 1, and 
set 
v,, = {x E x: h(x) > lp}. 
Let x,, E V, n supp(m) and let A, be a clopen subset of X with x, E A, c V,. 
Choose fn E C,,(X, E) with ,f, = 0 on X-A, and m(f,) = 1. Let (~1,) be the 
sequence in F for which 
OZ,, + 1 OZjm(fj) = i”, n = 1, 2,.... 
j-en 
If g, = A-” C;=, elk fk, then m( gk) = 1. For x0 E X there exists n, such that 
x0$ Vk if k >n, and so g,(xO) = 1-” CT=“=, akfk(xO) if n an,. Thus 
g,,(x,) -+ 0 as n + m. Taking g, = 0, the set B = { g,: n = 0, 1,2 ,... } is boun- 
ded in C,(X, E) and g,, --t ip g,. But cp(g,) ft cp( g,) = 0. This contradiction 
proves that S is finite and so m E M,(X, E'). 
Finally, we need to show that cp( f ) = m(f) for all f~ C(X, E). In fact, 
let f~ C(X, E). Define 
h(x) = 1 + llJ‘(XN~ x E x. 
The set B, = {SE C(X, E): IIg(x)ll <h(x)} is T,-bounded. As in the proof of 
the preceding theorem, we show that B, = B, n C,,(X, E) is t,-dense in B, . 
Since q and m agree on B, and since both are r,-continuous we have 
cp(g)=m(g) for all gEBl. In particular cp(f)=m(f) and the result 
follows. 
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3. BORNOL~GKITY OF THE SPACE C,(X,E) 
THEOREM 3.1. If C,( X, E) is hornological, then E is bornological and X is 
N-replete. 
Proof: Suppose that C,(X, E) is bornological and let W be an 
absolutely convex subset of E absorbing bounded sets. If x E X, then the set 
V= {f e C(X, E): f(x)E W} 
is absolutely convex and absorbs r,-bounded sets. By hypothesis, there 
exist a finite subset S of X, p E r and d> 0 such that 
V,= (f~c(X El: W&d) = I'. 
From this follows that 
W, = {s E E: p(s) 6 d} c W, 
which proves that E is bornological. Next we need to show that u N X = X. 
Let p # 0 in r and let G = {p(s): s E E}. On G we consider the ultrametric d 
defined by 
0, v) = 0 if x=y 
= max(x, y) if x # y. 
Under this metric, G becomes a realcompact strongly ultraregular non- 
compact topological space and so uG X = q, X = u N X (see [ 1, Theorem 91). 
If f E C(X, E), then the function 
.f,: X-t Gf,bd= p(f(x)) 
is continuous and hence it has a continuous extension & to all of 0,X. Sup- 
pose now that urm X= u,X # X and let x E u,X- X. The set 
is absolutely convex. Also V absorbs bounded subsets of C,(X, E). In fact, 
let A c C&X, E) be bounded and suppose that V does not absorb A. Let 
2~ F, 1111 > 1. For each positive integer n there exists f, EA such that 
.LJx) > IAl”. Set 
Then V, is a neighborhood of x. Since x E u,X there exist z E X with z E V,, 
for all n. Then p(,f,(z))> 11)” and hence sup{p(f(z)):f~A} = co, which is 
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a contradiction. So V absorbs bounded sets and therefore V is a 
neighborhood of zero in C,(X, E). Thus, there exists a finite subset S of X, 
qerand d>O such that 
Let A be a clopen subset of o,X containing x and disjoint from S and let 
s E E with p(s) > I. The function g = xA. s is continuous on o,X. If 
f=glX, thenfEVObutf$Vsince~P(x)=p(g(x))=p(s)>l.Thiscon- 
tradiction proves that uN X= X and so X is N-replete. 
Govaerts has shown in [4] that when X is N-replete, then C&Y, F) is 
bornological. We will show that the same result holds for the space 
C,(X, E) when E is a non-Archimedean normed space over F. 
So, assume that E is a non-Archimedean normed space and let V be an 
absolutely convex subset of C,(X, E) absorbing bounded sets. Let D y 
denote the family of all clopen subsets A of X such that every f~ C(X, E) 
which vanishes on A belongs to V. 
LEMMA 3.2. If A,, AZ~ D,, then A=A,nA, is also in D,. 
Proof Let f‘~ C(X, E) vanishing on A. If B, = X- A, and 
B,=A,n(X-A,), then X-A=B,uB,. Since XeI.feVand Xe2.feV, 
we have f = xe, . f + xR2. f E V because V is absolutely convex. 
LEMMA 3.3. [f {Ani is a sequence in D v and if A = n A,, is clopen, then 
AED,. 
ProoJ By Lemma 3.2, we may assume that A,, , c A, for all n. Set 
B,=X-A, and B,+,=A,,-A,,+, for n3 1. Let E-E& l/I > 1, and let 
f~ C(X, E) with f = 0 on A. Define h on X by 
h(x) = llJ~Xx)ll if XEB, 
=o if XE A. 
The set 
B = {g E C(X, E): IIg(x)(l <h(x) for all x} 
is r,-bounded. Hence there exists 2, E F such that B c 2, V. Let n be such 
that Ill”> I&l. The set G = A,, - A is clopen. Moreover 
and so Xc.fEV. Also X,..a”fEV since A,ED,. Thus ,f=XG.f+ 
,yxpA;fE V. This proves that AED,. 
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LEMMA 3.4. If (A,,) is a sequence of disjoint clopen sets in X, then there 
exists n, such that X-A,, E D, for all n 2 n,. 
Proof Assume the contrary. We may assume that X-A, $ D y for all n. 
Let f, E C(X, E) be such that fn = 0 on X- A, and f, $ V. Define h on X by 
Since the set 
h(x)= ll~~‘Kn(x)ll if XEA, 
=o if x$U A,,. 
B= {f E C(X, E): /lf(x)ll <h(x) for all VEX} 
is r,-bounded, there exists i, E F such that B c I, V. If now n is such that 
(I.“[ 3 11,1, then 
and so f, E V, which is a contradiction. 
Let us call a clopen subset A of X V-minimal iff X- A # D y and A is not 
a disjoint union of two clopen sets A,, A, with X- A, $ D “, i = 1, 2. 
LEMMA 3.5. (i) Jf A is a clopen subset of X with X - A 4 Dv, then A 
contains a V-minimal set. 
(ii) If A is clopen in X with X- A $ D, and if A is not V-minimal, 
then there are disjoint clopen sets A,, A, with A = A, u A,, A, V-minimal 
and X-A,$D,. 
(iii) [f V # C(X, E), then X is afinite disjoint union of V-minimal sets. 
Proof: (i) Assume that A does not contain a V-minimal set. Since 
X- A # D v and A is not V-minimal, there are disjoint clopen sets A r, B, 
with A=A,uB,, X-A,$D, and X-B,$D,,. Since B, is not 
V-minimal, there are disjoint clopen sets A,, B, with B, = A, u B,, 
X - A, I$ D ,, and X- B, 4 D “. Continuing in this way, we get by induction 
a pairwise disjoint sequence (A,) of clopen sets with X-A,, 4 D,. This con- 
tradicts Lemma 3.4. 
(ii) Since A is not V-minimal, there are disjoint clopen sets B,, B, 
with A = B, u B, and X- Big D,, i= 1, 2. By (i), B, contains a V-minimal 
set A,. If A2=A-A,, then X-A,cX-B,$D. and so X-A2$D,. 
(iii) Suppose that V# C(X, E). Then 0 $ D “. Assume now that X is 
not a finite disjoint union of V-minimal sets. By (ii), there exists a 
V-minimal set A, and a clopen set B, disjoint from A, such that 
X= A, u B, and X-B, 4 D,. Since B, is not V-minimal, there exist a 
V-minimal set A2 and a clopen set B, disjoint from A, such that 
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B,=A,uB, and X-B,$Dv. By induction, we get a pairwise disjoint 
sequence (A,) of V-minimal sets which contradicts Lemma 3.4. This com- 
pletes the proof. 
LEMMA 3.6. If X is N-replete, then V is a neighborhood of zero in 
c,w, 0. 
ProoJ: We may assume that V# C(X, E). Let 
K= n {A: AE D,>, 
where k denotes the closure of A in BOX. We show first that Kc o,X= X. 
In fact, let x E K, x $ X. Since x 4 u,, X, there exists a decreasing sequence 
( V,),“,O of clopen neighborhoods of x in ,!?,X, with V, = &,X, such that 
@=, V,ln X= @. Thus 
x= fi (If,- V,,+,)nX. 
,1 = 0 
By Lemma 3.4, there exists m such that 
X-(I’,- V,,+,)~XED~, 
for all n 3 m. In view of Lemma 3.3, the set 
X- V,,,nX= i;l [X-(V,,- V,,+,)nX] 
,! = 11, 
is in D ,, and so x E X - V, n X. Also x E V, n X. This is a contradiction 
since the disjoint clopen subsets V, n X and X - V, n X have disjoint 
closures in BOX (see [ 1, Theorem 51). This proves that K is contained in X. 
From this follows that 
K=n {A:AED~}. 
Also K is finite. In fact, there are (by Lemma 3.5) pairwise disjoint 
V-minimal sets A,, AZ,..., A, covering X. But, for any V-minimal set A, the 
intersection A n K consists of at most one point. In fact, assume that A n K 
contains two points x,, x2. Let G, be a clopen subset of A with x1 E G, and 
x,EG*=A-G,. Since xi$X-Gi and x~EK, we have X-Gi$Dy, which 
contradicts the fact that A is V-minimal. It follows now that K has at most 
n points. Finally, since 
B = { fe ‘3X E): llfll d 1) 
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is z,-bounded, there exists i # 0 in F with LB c V. We will finish the proof 
by showing that 
v, = {fe C(X ‘9: Ilfll K d 14 1 = v. 
So, let f~ V. The set 
G= {xEX: llf(x)ll 6 14) 
is clopen and contains K. Since BOX-G is compact, 
&)x-G+ {floX-A:AEDy}, 
and the intersection of any two members of D, is also in D,, there exists 
A E D y with A c G. Thus A c G n X = G, which implies that G E D ,, and so 
xX G. f E V. Also, X~ .,f~ 1B c V. Thus 
f=XG..f’+XX-G...J’E v. 
This completes the proof. 
Combining Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.6, we get the following 
THEOREM 3.7. If’ E is a non-Archimedean normed space over F, then 
C’,(X, E) is hornological $f X is N-replete. 
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